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DVD 591.562 L
2013
Love in the animal kingdom / a co-production of Thirteen Productions LLC and BBC in association
with WNET; produced and directed by Mark Fletcher. Animals compete with everything they've
got to find and secure a mate. For many, the all-important bonds they share as a couple are what
enable the next generation to survive. But can these bonds be called love? In a look at the love life
of animals, see all the subtle, outrageous, and romantic antics that go into finding a partner. These
are love stories all right, as various and intriguing as the lovers themselves.
DVD 613.69 E
2012
Emergency preparedness. Awareness & survival updated [videorecording] /producer, Arthur J.
Levy. Learn how to obtain safe drinking water, what foods to store, and how to reduce the risk of
carbon monoxide poisoning, dirty bombs, swine and avian flu, and radiological dangers, plus what
supplies to keep on hand, and more. All new 2012 version.
DVD 613.7 F
2002
The Firm body sculpting system. Body sculpt [videorecording] / Dragonfly Productions;
producer/director, Andrea Ambandos. Instructor Jennifer Carmen leads you through sequenced
exercises to increase strength and sculpt shapely muscles. Workouts can be done with or without
equipment. This workout complements the firm cardio sculpt workout.
DVD 613.7 F
2002
The firm [videorecording]: ab sculpt / Dragonfly Productions; producer/director, Andrea
Ambandos. Instructor Lisa Kay leads you through proper breathing techniques and exercises
designed to shape your abs and increase your flexibility.
DVD 613.7 F
2002
The firm [videorecording]: cardio sculpt / Dragonfly Productions; producer/director, Andrea
Ambandos. Instructor Allie Del Rio leads you through a total body workout combining fat burning
and muscle shaping. Strength training is alternated with cardiovascular routines, as well as a
challenging hip and thigh floor routine. Exercises can be done with or without equipment.
DVD 779.9 P
2010
The President's photographer [videorecording]: fifty years inside the Oval Office / National
Geographic Television; producer/director/writer, Jody Lenkoski Schiliro. National Geographic
follows Pete Souza, the President's photographer inside the Obama White House, aboard Air Force
One, backstage at the State of the Union, and into the heart of the West Wing. It's a behind-thescenes look at the everyday grit of the American presidency and a chance to see what it's like to
cover the most powerful man in the world, for history. Features intimate interviews with President
Obama.

DVD EIGH
2001
8 1/2 [videorecording] / di Federico Fellini; Janus Films; Angelo Rizzoli presenta; ideato e diretto
da Federico Fellini; prodotto da Angelo Rizzoli; soggetto, Federico Fellini, Ennio Flaiano;
sceneggiatura Federico Fellini ... [et al.]; Titanus, Corinth Film; una produzione. Cineriz. Fellini's
autobiographically-inspired film about a famous film director (Guido Anselmi) who loses his
inspiration in the midst of making a film, and retreats into his memories and fantasies.
DVD HOUR
2014
Hours [DVD videorecording] / Pantelion presents; a Safran Company production in association
with Laguna Ridge Pictures, Palmstar Media Capital, Hirsh Group; written and directed by Eric
Heisserer; produced by Peter Safran. Nolan Hayes arrives at a New Orleans hospital with his
pregnant wife, Abigail, who has gone into early labor. Things quickly spiral out of control when the
birth goes tragically wrong and Hurricane Katrina hits, ravaging the hospital and forcing an
evacuation. With his baby dependent on a ventilator and no one around to help, Nolan faces one
life-and-death decision after another and must fight to keep his daughter alive.
DVD INSI
2014
Inside Llewyn Davis / CBS Films; StudioCanal ; written and directed by Joel Coen & Ethan Coen;
produced by Scott Rudin, Ethan Coen and Joel Coen; a CBS Films and StudioCanal presentation in
association with Anton Capital Entertainment. Follows a week in the life of a young folk singer as
he navigates the Greenwich Village folk scene of 1961. Llewyn Davis (Oscar Isaac) is at a
crossroads and struggling to make it as a musician against seemingly insurmountable obstaclessome of them of his own making. Living at the mercy of both friends and strangers, Llewyn's
misadventures take him from the baskethouses of Greenwich Village to an empty Chicago club- on
an odyssey to audition for a music mogul- and back again. Includes music performed by Issac,
Justin Timberlake and Carey Mulligan, as well as Marcus Mumford and Punch Brothers.
DVD MIDN
2007
Midnight clear [videorecording] / Jenkins Entertainment presents a Dallas Jenkins film; producers,
Kevin Downes, Dallas Jenkins; screenplay by Wes Halula; directed by Dallas Jenkins. As midnight
approaches in a small Southwestern town, five lonely strangers randomly cross paths, and in
unique and subtle ways, change each other's lives forever. A modern-day parable about how
seemingly insignificant acts of grace can make a profound difference.
DVD RASH
2012
Rashomon [videorecording] / Kadokawa Pictures; director, Akira Kurosawa. A riveting
psychological thriller that investigates the nature of truth and the meaning of justice, widely
considered one of the greatest films ever made. Four people recount different versions of the
story of a man's murder and the rape of his wife. This eloquent masterwork and international
sensation revolutionized film language and introduced Japanese cinema, and a commanding new
star.
DVD WAR
2005
War & peace [videorecording] / a BBC TV production in association with Time-Life Films and CFS
Kosutnjak; producer, David Conroy; director, John Davies. The personal stories, love affairs and
philosophies of two Russian families are told against the backdrop of Napoleon's invasion of
Russia at the turn of the 19th century.

J DVD 372.46 P
2011
Preschool Prep Series. Meet the phonics. Blends [videorecording] / Preschool Prep Company.
Teaches twenty basic blends--two letters that come together and keep their own sounds--both
alone and in the context of words. Featuring: bl. br, cl, cr, dr, fl, fr, gl, gr, pl, pr, sc, sk, sl, sm, sn, sp,
st, sw and tr.
J DVD ADVE
2013
Adventure time. Fionna and Cake [videorecording] / Cartoon Network. What time is it? It's time
for the Adventure Time: Fionna and Cake DVD. The Cartoon Network's #1 hit comedy show and
Emmy nominated series that centers on the post apocalyptic adventures of Finn, a human boy
with a funny hat, and his friend Jake, a magic and mischievous dog.
J DVD ADVE
2012
Adventure time. It came from the nightosphere [videorecording]. What time is it? Adventure
Time! Adventure Time is back by popular demand with 16 new episodes on DVD. The Cartoon
Network's Emmy-nominated series that centers on the post-apocalyptic adventures of Finn, a
human boy with a funny hat, and his friend Jake, a magic and mischievous dog, comes back to
DVD in 'It Came from the Nightosphere,' packed with 16 new, fun, and exciting episodes from the
three magical seasons.
J DVD ADVE
2013
Adventure time. Jake the dad [videorecording]. Sixteen episodes of the animated television series
Adventure time, featuring the exploits of the human boy Finn and his adoptive brother, Jake, a dog
with magical powers.
J DVD ADVE
2013
The adventures of Chuck & friends. Bumpers up! [videorecording] / Hasbro Studios. Chuck is not
only a TV star, he loves music and movies too and races through ten themed adventures packed full
of entertainment with his pals Digger, Boomer, Rowdy, Soku, Biggs and Handy. Includes 10
episodes.
J DVD ADVE
2003
Adventures in Odyssey. The last days of Eugene Meltsner [videorecording] / Focus on the Family
Films; a Seven Star production; animation production, Riverstar Entertainment Company;
animation directed by Stark Howell; produced by Jeffrey Learned and Robert Vernon; written and
directed by Robert Vernon. Through Whit's new invention, the Micro-Simulator, Eugene takes a
fantastic voyage through his own circulatory system and makes an alarming discovery. Forced to
reevaluate how hi'll spend the remaining days of his life, he sets in motion a chain of events that
includes a bank heist, ticking bomb, and a strangely familiar window washer.
J DVD ADVE
2004
Adventures in Odyssey. Escape from the forbidden matrix [videorecording] /a production of Focus
on the Family; a Seven Star production; animation production, Riverstar Entertainment Company;
written by John Beebee, Jeffrey Learned, Robert Vernon; produced by Jeffrey Learned and Robert
Vernon; directed by Robert Vernon. "Will Dylan and Sal be able to escape from the forbidden
matrix? Find out in this fast-paced adventure in which Dylan and Sal learn the dangers of wasting
time and discover what's really important in life."

J DVD ADVE
2003
Adventures in Odyssey. The caves of Qumran [videorecording] / a production of Focus on the
Family; a Phase Asia Seven Star production; animation production, Phase 4 & Aniway Animation
Studio; written by Jeffrey Learned; supervising producer, Kevin O'Donnell; directed by Ed Olson.
When a mysterious treasure map appears in Odyssey, Mr. Whitaker, Dylan, Connie and Eugene
set out on a dangerous journey that leads them to the caves of Qumran in Palestine. But a
sinister Mr. Faustus and his cronies are also hot on the trail. Who will find the treasure first? Will
it be for gold and riches, or something even better?
J DVD ADVE
2003
Adventures in Odyssey. Race to freedom [videorecording] / a production of Focus on the Family;
a Phase Asia Seven Star production; animation production, Phase 4 & Aniway Animation Studio;
written by Marshal Younger; story by Marshal Younger, Paul McCusker; produced by Jeff Stewart,
Wendy Jacobsmeyer; directed by Chad L. Morgan. When Carter jumped into the Imagination
Station for an unauthorized ride with Dylan that transports them back to 1856, he never
expected to be chased by dogs and mistaken for a runaway slave. Meanwhile, his buddy Dylan is
enjoying a grand feast and the comforts of life as the son of a cotton plantation owner. Will Dylan
give up the easy life to try and help his friend and two other slaves escape?
J DVD ALVI
2011
Alvin and the Chipmunks. Christmas with the Chipmunks [videorecording] /Bagdasarian
Productions; director, Phil Monroe. Catch the Christmas spirit with Alvin and the Chipmunks in
this Christmas collection. Along the way hear Alvin, Simon, and Theodore singing their own
comical versions of holiday favorites like Jingle Bells; Deck the Halls; and their famous Chipmunk
Song (Christmas Don't Be Late)!
J DVD ALVI
2012
Alvin and the Chipmunks. Batmunk [videorecording]. Batmunk: Simon (in the most heroic role of
his long, brainy career) plays the caped crime fighter to Alvin's hilariously villainous Jokester, an
arch criminal whose cult of crooked clowns has been stealing all the toys in the city. When the
thieves go after the greatest toy in the world, Batmunk decides to teach the bad guys that crime
doesn't play! Treasure Island: With the television out of commission Dave distracts the
chipmunks with the book Treasure Island. Sherlock Seville: Simon hosts his own show, in which
he plays Sherlock Holmes.
J DVD ALVI
2013
Alvin and the Chipmunks. Driving Dave crazier [videorecording]. More Chiptastic craziness with
the chipmunks, with episodes Cookie Chomper III; Grounded Chipmunk; Whatever Happened to
Dave Seville; and Chip off the Old Tooth.
J DVD ALVI
2013
Alvin and the Chipmunks. Easter collection [videorecording] / Bagdasarian Productions, LLC. Join
Alvin and his brothers Simon and Theodore for this hilarious Easter adventure.
J DVD ALVI
2011
Alvin and the chipmunks The Valentines collection [videorecording]. The Chipmunks are at it
again in a collection of favorite Valentine's episodes.

J DVD ALVI
2014
Alvin & the Chipmunks. The chipmunk adventure / director, Janice Karman. The beloved fulllength feature film is fully restored with additional bonus content in this special edition. The
Chipmunks compete with the Chipettes in a round the world race.
J DVD AMER
2013
American Girl 4 film favorites [videorecording]: Kit Kittredge – an American girl; Samantha - an
American girl holiday ; Molly - an American girl on the home front ; Felicity - an American girl
adventure.Kit Kittredge (2008). "Set in Cincinnati at the height of the Great Depression, Kit
Kittredge, a resourceful young girl, helps her mother run a boardinghouse after her father loses
his job."--www.imdb.com Samantha (2004). "Set in 1904, "American Girls" revolves around
Samantha as she moves in with her grandmother and learns how to become a proper Victorian
young lady."--www.imdb.com Molly (2006). "Molly is a girl living in the year 1944 and WWII has
brought many changes to Molly's life. An English girl comes to live with Molly's family to escape
the bombings. They slowly become good friends."--www.imdb.com Felicity (2005). In
Williamsburg in 1774, nine-year-old Felicity rescues a beautiful horse who is being beaten and
starved by her cruel owner, becomes friends with the daughter of an English Loyalist, and learns
about courage in a period of growing tensions between the colonists and the British governor in
Williamsburg.
J DVD ANAS
2005
Anastasia [videorecording] / Fox Family Films presents; produced & directed by Don Bluth & Gary
Goldman ; screenplay by Susan Gauthier ... [et al.]. Bartok the magnificent / produced & directed
by Don Bluth & Gary Goldman ; screenplay by Jay Lacopo ; produced and distributed by
Twentieth Century Fox. Anastasia: A princess of Russia's Romanov family grows up in an
orphanage after the assassination of her parents and separation from her grandmother, with
only vague memories of her childhood, but she discovers her rightful heritage when she is
recruited to pose as the lost princess by con men who want to claim a reward for her recovery.
Bartok the Magnificent: When Price Ivan is kidnapped, it is up to Bartok to discover the real hero
inside himself and rescue the young Romanoff even if it means confronting the evil witch Baba
Yaga.
J DVD ANGE
2011
Angelina ballerina. Holiday gift set [videorecording] / HiT entertainment. Join Angelina Ballerina,
Camembert Academy's shining star, as she finds her way in her new school, puts together her
own show, and tries to land a leading role in the Mouskinov Ballet. Angelina continues to
blossom as a maturing young mouseling as she adjusts to her new teacher's style and learns the
importance of being a patient big sister. Prepare to pirouette along with everyone's favorite
ballerina in these sparkling stories!
J DVD ANGE
2013
Angelina Ballerina. The mouseling mysteries [videorecording] / [producers, Robert Winthrop,
Suzanne Rose; writers, Corey Powell ... et al.; director, Davis Doi] "Something suspicious is going
on in Chipping Cheddar. Gracie fears Roquefort Hall is haunted when she hears strange sounds,
Marco's music goes missing, and Mr. Chirpyface disappears while Angelina is bird-sitting for Ms.
Mimi! Can Angelina and her friends stay en pointe and follow the clues to solve these
mysteries?"--Container.

J DVD ANGE
2012
Angelina Ballerina. Dreams do come true [videorecording]: the movie / Lions Gate Films; director,
Davis Doi; writers, Sean Roche, Carin Greenbere ; producer, Robert Winthrop. It's a dream come
true! When Angelina Ballerina wins the Mouseland Herald's "Big Dreams Do Come True"
competition and a place in the Metroquefort Ballet Junior Dance Company, she must make a big
decision: Will she leap at the opportunity to become a prima ballerina or shine on at Camembert
Academy with the support of her friends and family? Join Angelina as she discovers what matters
most to any young mouseling.
J DVD ANGE
2013
Angelina Ballerina. Dance around the world [videorecording] / director, Davis Doi; writers, Jimmy
Hibbert ... [et al.]; producers, Robert Winthrop, Suzanne Rose. Angelina and her friends explore
dances from near and far as they dance around the world in five fun adventures.
J DVD AQUA
2007
Aquaman. The adventures of Aquaman [videorecording]: the complete collection / Classic
Cartoon; DC Comics. When fiendish foes and marine menaces threaten the peaceful undersea
world of the lost city of Atlantis, Aquaman, King of the Seven Seas, dives to the rescue, aided by
teen hero Aqualad and their aquatic friends Tusky, Storm, and Imp.
J DVD ARTH
2011
Arthur. Hooray for health [videorecording] / Cookie Jar; WGBH. In this collection of healthrelated episodes, Arthur catches chicken pox, frets about losing his baby teeth, and has bad
dreams caused by eating too many sweets. D.W. has a tantrum over spinach, and their dog Pal
has to stay overnight at the veterinary clinic.
J DVD ARTH
2012
Arthur's travel adventures [videorecording]. Chronicles the adventures of the world's most
famous aardvark, eight-year-old Arthur Read, and his family and friends.
J DVD AUTO V. 4
2009
Auto-B-Good, the classics. [videorecording] / produced by Wet Cement Productions, Inc.
J DVD BARB
2013
Barbie & her sisters in a pony tale / presents an Arc Animation production; written by Cynde
Clark & Steve Granat; produced by Michelle Cogan and Susan Sullivan; directed by Kyran Kelly.
Barbie and her sisters set off on a Swiss adventure to the majestic Alps, where they're excited to
spend the summer at the fun-filled riding academy. The sisters' vacation gets off to a rocky start,
but when Barbie discovers a mysterious wild horse in the woods, their visit becomes truly
magical.

J DVD BARB
2014
Barbie. The Pearl Princess / Barbie Entertainment presents a Rainmaker Entertainment
production; written by Cydne Clark & Steve Granat; produced by Shelley Dvi-Vardhana and
Shawn McCorkindale; directed by Zeke Norton. Lumina is a mermaid who dreams of being a
princess. As long as she can remember, she's had a magical power that makes pearls dance and
glow. Lumina and her best friend Kuda, a pink seahorse, embark on an adventure to a majestic
mer-kingdom. There, she uses her powers to help her friends prepare for the Royal Ball. Lumina
then discover that her magical pearls are the key to unlocking her true destiny and ultimately
saving the kingdom.
J DVD BATM
2007
Batman. The new adventures of Batman [videorecording] / Filmation Associates. Batman, Robin,
and Batgirl battle various villains in Gotham City. Complicating things, however, is the presence of
Batmite, an other-dimensional imp who considers himself the biggest fan of Batman and insists
on helping him. Using high-tech gadgets plus well-honed detective skills, their gang teach their
foes the same valuable lesson: crime doesn't pay in Gotham City.
J DVD BATM SEASON 1 PT. 2
2011
Batman, the brave and the bold [videorecording] / producers, Linda Steiner and James Tucker.
J DVD BUBB
2014
Bubble Guppies. Animals everywhere! / Viacom International; Nickelodeon. "The Bubble Guppies
are making all kinds of new animal friends; squirrels, ducks, rhinos, elephants, and more! Join the
class for six fin-tastic field trips that will have children learning about all kinds of animals from
around the world!"--Container.
J DVD CHUG
2013
Chuggington. Chief Wilson Director: Sarah Ball; producer: Jacqueline White. Chief Wilson finds
himself on one exciting adventure after another, including a magnetized wild ride, a wet and
wild trek through the forest, and a run for the mayoral Chugger of the Year award! Also, Chief
Wilson performs a series of rescue tests on the Chugasonic Speedway and his best friend Koko
learns to make high-speed stops!
J DVD DANI
2014
Daniel Tiger's neighborhood. Daniel's big feelings. Four-year-old Daniel Tiger invites young
viewers directly into his world, giving them a kid's eye view of his life and making them feel like
one of his neighbors.
J DVD DOC
2014
Doc McStuffins. Mobile clinic [DVD videorecording] / Brown Bag Films; Disney Jr.; Chris Nee,
executive producer and story editor; Sascha Paladino writer. When toys are hurt or sick, the Doc
Mobile will get there quick with everything needed, including on-site cuddles, to fix them good as
new. Ride with Doc and her trusty team as they rescue Dress-Up Daisy from a tree. Then, race to
the park in time to help a wind-up mouse get back to doing fantastic flips. Get ready to get
moving' with five amazing, song-filled episodes. Wherever adventure takes you, Doc's Mobile
Clinic is your ticket to healthy, happy fun!

J DVD ENCH
2013
Enchanted Tales. Snow White [videorecording]; Princess Castle / produced and directed by Diane
Eskenazi. Classic children's stories retold with warmth and humor.
J DVD GOOS
2011
Goosebumps. Attack of the mutant [videorecording] / a Protocol Entertainment production in
association with Scholastic Productions Inc. Attack of the Mutant: Skipper Matthews has an
awesome comic book collection. His favorite is The Masked Mutant, the story of an evil, powermad supervillain who is out to gain control of the universe! Phantom of the Auditorium: When
Brooke gets the lead in a school play about a phantom, she is thrilled--until the nightmares begin.
J DVD GOOS
2008
Goosebumps. Perfect school [videorecording]; Goosebumps. My best friend is invisible / Protocol
GB Productions 3, Inc.; a Protocol Entertainment production in association with Scholastic
Productions, Inc. Perfect school: Brian O'Connor likes to play jokes on his little brother, Riley.
Maybe he doesn't clean his room or make his bed enough to satisfy his parents, but that's no
reason to send him away to boarding school, is it? My best friend is invisible: Sam enters a
haunted house, but when he leaves the house he realizes he's not alone. An old story: When Tom
and Jon's parents go out of town, it's up to Aunt Dahlia to come watch them. She's a bit odd, and
strange things start happening.
J DVD LALA
2011
Lalaloopsy land. The search for pillow [videorecording] / director, Robert Cullen. Peanut Big Top
has a really big surprise to share with all her Lalaloopsy friends, but Pillow Featherbed has gone
missing. So the Lalaloopsy girls set out on an adventure, along with their pets, to find their friend.
With lots of unexpected surprises and challenges, including an impending thunderstorm, the girls
use creativity and their special talents, but nothing seems to work. Will they be able to find Pillow
in time to see Peanut's exciting surprise?
J DVD LALA
2014
Lalaloopsy ponies: the big show / MGA Entertainment; producers, Ciara Anderson and Kris
Marvin Hughes; writer, David Grubstick; director, Jeff Gordon. Hold your horses; the Lalaloopsy
girls are welcoming some new friends to Lalaloopsy land: a group of talking ponies. The ponies
are eager to put on a show, but there's a hitch, their caravan and carousel need rebuilding. With
teamwork, know-how, and lots of laughter and fun, the Lalas get the ponies up and running
again.
J DVD MIGH
2014
Mighty 7: beginnings / Stan Lee Comics; created by Stan Lee; written by Tony Blake & Paul
Jackson. When a crew of sinister alien prisoners and their jailers are blasted across the galaxy,
their ship lands smack dab in front of legendary comic book creator Stan Lee! What does this
alien arrival mean for Planet Earth and Stan? Reality meets fantasy as the Mighty 7 journey
begins!

J DVD MONS
2014
Monster High. Frights, camera, action!. When Draculaura is led to believe she's the rightful heir
to the vampire throne, she and her best ghoulfriends are whisked away to Transylvania for a
royal coronation to die for. But they soon discover the hunt for the queen is not over yet. The
Ghouls must locate an ancient artifact known as the Vampire's Heart in order to discover the
identity of the true Vampire Queen. Could this be the moment when Draculaura finally receives
her vampire powers and discovers screams really can come true?
J DVD PENG SEASON 1
2012
321 penguins!. Complete season one [videorecording]. Kids will delight to the antics of adorably
goofy space penguins Fidgel, Midgel, Sidgel and Kevin as they teach important character lessons
to our kid heroes Michelle and Jason.
J DVD PIRA
2014
The pirate fairy / DisneyToon Studios; director, Peggy Holmes. When Zarina's wild ideas get her
into trouble, she flees Pixie Hollow and joins forces with the scheming pirates of Skull Rock, who
make her captain of their ship. Tinker Bell and her friends must embark on an epic adventure to
find Zarina, and together they go sword-to-sword with the band of pirates led by a cabin boy
named James, who'll soon be known as Captain Hook, himself.
J DVD POWE
2014
Power Rangers Megaforce. The great dragon spirit.[videorecording] Troy, Noah, Emma, Gia and
Jake must convince the mysterious Robo Knight to work as a team to battle Psycho Tickb2ss
energy-draining powers, Shadow Serpentb2ss paralyzing touch, Distractorb2ss giant army of
Mega Monsters, and No Jokeb2ss laughter-stealing traps. When an ancient weapon falls into the
wrong hands, the Rangers will summon the Mighty Dragon Spirit to earn new Ultra Powers.
J DVD SCOO
2012
Scooby-doo!. Big top Scooby Doo! [videorecording]: original movie / producer, Tony Cervone,
Spike Brandt ; writer, Doug Langdale; director, Ben Jones. Scooby-Doo, Shaggy and the gang
arrive in Atlantic City for a relaxing vacation...and land center-stage in a three-ring mystery! After
visiting a shuttered big top that's being hounded by werewolves, the gang goes undercover to
find out why. It's up to Daphne the clown, trapeze artist Fred, Velma the human rocket,
ringmaster Shaggy and the amazing trick dog Scooby-Doo to solve the mystery and save the
circus.
J DVD SCOO
2014
Scooby-Doo!. Wrestlemania mystery / Hanna-Barbera, WWE Studios and Warner Bros.
Animation; produced and directed by Brandon Vietti, written by Michael Ryan. When Shaggy and
Scooby win tickets to WrestleMania, the entire gang travels in the Mystery Machine to WWE City
to attend the epic event. However, when a mysterious ghostly bear appears and threatens to ruin
the show, Scooby, Shaggy, Velma, Daphne and Fred work with WWE Superstars to solve the case.

J DVD SID
2011
Sid the science kid. Sid's backyard campout [videorecording] / The Jim Henson Company; PBS
Kids; directors, Katy Garretson, David Gumpel. Pack some food and bring a backpack, because
Sid, Gerald and Dad are gearing up for a big adventure! They're setting up tents for a campout in
the backyard! Dad is eager to share his love of nature and demonstrate how to have a great time
outside with the simplest of necessities. They look for animals, cook their own dinner, marvel at
the stars in the sky, roast marshmallows, and sing songs around the campfire. Join the adventure
and sing along!
J DVD SID
2013
Sid the science kid. The movie [videorecording] / director, Kirk Thatcher. Sid and his classmate
Gabriela enter a contest and win the exclusive opportunity to visit a new modern science
museum before it opens to the public. There the kids meet a quirky scientist, voiced by special
guest star Christopher Lloyd (Back to the Future), who has designed robot tour guides of the
future! Then one of the robots goes haywire and the grand opening is in jeopardy! It is up to Sid
and his friends to work as a team to find the rogue robot and save the day!
J DVD SID
2009
Sid the science kid. Feeling good inside and out [videorecording] / NCircle Entertainment; the Jim
Henson Company; PBS Kids; executive producers, Lisa Henson, Brian Henson, Halle Stanford,
Bradley Zweig; produced by Chris Plourde ; KCET. When Sid decides to sit and watch TV all
weekend long, he learns an unhappy fact: that not exercising makes your body feel terrible!
When Sid decides that he is only going to eat birthday cake at every meal, he soon regrets his
decision. Sid also learns about different kinds of teeth and why brushing them is important, and
he discovers why washing his hands is important even when he can't see the germs! Sid and his
friends learn new habits, fun ways to stay healthy and that vaccinations are nothing to be afraid
of.
J DVD SID
2011
Sid the science kid. Going, going, green! [videorecording]. Sid the Science Kid goes to the local
Science Center to learn about protecting the environment, conservation, and recycling.
J DVD SID
2009
Sid the science kid. Weather kid Sid [videorecording] / NCircle Entertainment; the Jim Henson
Company; PBS Kids; executive producers, Lisa Henson, Brian Henson, Halle Stanford, Bradley
Zweig ; produced by Chris Plourde ; KCET. Sid is excited--about the weather. Stymied by rain on a
day when he had important plans, he and his friends set out to investigate weather: rain, sun,
temperature, and wind. They ask questions, do experiments, examine cause and effect, and
discuss their results. Sid is an inquisitive youngster who tackles the everyday ideas that
preschoolers find fascinating (Why do bananas go "bad?" How does my juice box straw work?
How does a bird fly without a plane?). "Sid the Science Kid" promotes science-readiness by
encouraging kids' instinctive curiosity about the world around them. Each set of programs
concentrates on a single scientific concept to allow children to observe, describe, and quantify,
and use tools like rulers or magnifying glasses.

J DVD SPON
2014
Spongebob and friends. Patrick Squarepants / Nickelodeon. See best buddies SpongeBob and
Patrick in school, at work, at play and celebrating Best Friends Day. So grab a best pal and hunker
down for morethan three hours of nautical nonsense.
J DVD STRA
2013
Strawberry Shortcake. Berry bitty mysteries [videorecording]. Get ready for mischief, mystery
and marvelous good times in Strawberry Shortcake: Berry Bitty Mysteries. Children will follow the
clues to fun and adventure as Strawberry and her pals learn to face their fears, become real-life
heroines and find some missing VIPs (Very Important Pets)! It's glimmery girl power to the rescue
in these stories of friendship and understanding.
J DVD SUPE
2013
Super Mario Bros. 3. The complete series [videorecording]. Enjoy the complete series of the hit
90's Saturday morning show, The Adventures of Super Mario Bros. 3, in this three disc set. Just
when Mario and Luigi thought they had finally saved the Mushroom people from King Koopa,
King Koopa returns and brings with him the Koopa Kids. Now Mario and Luigi must protect the
Mushroom Kingdom from King Koopa and the Koopa Kids before it is too late!
J DVD SUPE
2007
Superman. The new adventures of Superman [videorecording] / Filmation Associates; National
Periodicals Productions; director, Hal Sutherland. Superman defeats out-of-this-world dangers
like Mermen living beneath the Earth's core, energy-controlling aliens and time-traveling
magicians. Favorite villains the Toyman, Brainiac and archnemesis Lex Luthor also challenge the
Man of Steel, but he doles out justice with a simple mantra. These adventures were the first time
that Superman (and his alter ego Clark Kent), Lois Lane, and Perry White had been seen in
animated form.
J DVD THOM
2013
Thomas & friends. The Thomas way [videorecording]/ Gullane Ltd., HIT Entertainment Ltd. Join
Thomas and Friends for five all-new, exciting adventures! When Harold breaks down, Thomas
and Duck are asked to take him for repairs but Thomas=has something more fun in mind which
only leads to trouble. Luke and Millie switch jobs for a day and quickly learn how much they truly
like their own work. Percy is having a bad day and feeling very unlucky but when a friend gives
him a lucky charm, he thinks things might turn around. Caitlin is so excited to spend the night on
Sodor that she doesn't let the other engines get any rest so they find jobs to keep her busy
through the night without realizing that she doesn't know much about how things are done on
the island. When playful Paxton convinces Thomas to be silly and drive over some bumpy tracks,
he doesn't realize that his actions will make Thomas 'lose his puff' and he scrambles across the
island in an attempt to help his friend.

J DVD THOM
2014
Thomas & friends. Spills & thrills / director, Dave Baas; writers Andrew Brenner, Laura Beaumont,
Paul Larson ; producers, Robert Anderson, Kallan Kagan, Jeff Young, Steven Hecht. The Island of
Sodor is always bustling with activity, yet when the engines try to be 'Really Useful' they often
find themselves in some messy muddles. James tries to prove he's not afraid of the dark, or too
vain to haul smelly fish, but when he pulls the nighttime Kipper Express he gets more than he
bargained for. Stephen's need for speed and Salty's need to impress sends them both into some
sticky, slippery situations.
J DVD THOM
2013
Thomas & friends. Muddy matters [videorecording] / director, Greg Tiernan; producers, Nicole
Stinn, Ian McCue ; writers, Max Allen ... [et al.]. Through mud, garbage and muck, Thomas and his
engine friends show that being really useful can be a dirty job! See James turn into the Really
Muddy Engine, and Thomas get showered with garbage. Watch Peter Sam make a big mess trying
to keep things on track, as Thomas creates chaos with the crows and much, much more. Join
Thomas and the Steam Team as they make the best of the mess in these exciting muddy and
mucky adventures!
J DVD THOM
2013
Thomas & friends. Go go Thomas [videorecording] / director, Greg Tieman; writers, Sharon
Miller, Jessica Sandys Clarke; producers, Nicole Stinn, Ian McCue. Thomas and his friends are
charged up and ready to Go, Go! Thomas shows Gordon that being quick is as useful as being
strong, while Flynn the fire engine learns to put his pride aside and race to the rescue. Thomas
causes some trouble on the tracks trying to be a model engine for a new photographer, while
Spencer's on the move, ignoring warnings about electric engine Stafford's battery. Thomas
pumps his pistons to Misty Island to help fix Ol' Wheezy. Will the number one blue engine be on
track and on time? Ready, Set, Go, Go Thomas!
J DVD THOS
2013
Those darn squirrels and the cat next door [DVD videorecording] / by Adam Rubin; illustrations
by Daniel Salmieri; animated by Epipheo Studios. All is calm in Old Man Fookwire's yard until new
neighbors, Little Old Lady Hu and her cat, Muffins, move in next door. Muffins is one mean dude!
He terrorizes the birds, interrupts Fookwire's painting, and ties the squirrels' tails together.
Fookwire is upset, but not nearly as upset as the squirrels, who devise an ingenious plan to stop
Muffins cold.
J DVD THOS
2013
Those darn squirrels fly south [DVD videorecording] / by Adam Rubin; illustrations by Daniel
Salmieri; animated by Epipheo Studios. Old Man Fookwire's one pleasure in life is painting the
birds in his backyard. When fall arrives and the birds fly south, Fookwire is desolate. The squirrels
are curious: Where are the birds going, and what do they do once they get there? The squirrels
devise a way to follow the birds to their destination, a tropical paradise. A wonderful time is had
by all; all but grumpy Old Man Fookwire, alone at home. But the squirrels have a solution for
that, too.

J DVD VEGG
2003
VeggieTales. The ballad of Little Joe [videorecording] / [presented by] Bid Idea; produced by
David Pitts; written by Bob Lee ; directed by Tim Hodge. The story of Joseph told in a Wild West
version with Larry the cucumber as the title character. Follow Little Joe's journey as his faith is
tested every step of the way.
J DVD VEGG
2008
Veggietales. Abe and the amazing promise [videorecording]: a lesson in patience / Big Idea
presents ; written by Mark Steele ... [et al.]; produced by J. Chris Wall ; directed by John Wahba.
While on the set filming, Bob the Tomato decides to respond to a fan's letter about 'waiting.'
Meanwhile, everyone's patience is tested by spitting camels, a confused nurse, and a distracted
film crew. Children learn that God always keeps His promises, even if they have to wait a while.
J DVD VEGG V. 1
2013
VeggieTales. All the shows. [videorecording].
J DVD WALK
2014
Walking with dinosaurs: the movie / Twentieth Century Fox and Reliance Entertainment present;
in association with IM Global; a BBC Earth Films and Evergreen Studios production; produced by
Mike Devlin, Amanda Hill, Deepak Nayar ; screenplay by John Collee ; directed by Barry Cook, Neil
Nightingale. For the first time in movie history, audiences will truly see and feel what it was like
when dinosaurs ruled the Earth. Meet dinosaurs more real than anyone has ever seen and take
off on a thrilling prehistoric adventure, where Patchi, an underdog dinosaur, triumphs against all
odds to become a hero for the ages.
J DVD WINX SEASON 1
2014
Winx club. The complete original season 1 / directed by Iginio Straffi. The Winx Club is a modern
fantasy adventure series following six fashion-forward best friends (Bloom, Stella, Flora, Musa,
Tecna and Aisha). The show is situated in the Magical Dimension and on Earth. When trouble
arises, the Winx Club transforms into beautiful fairies that use their unique magical powers to
fight villains and save the world from evil.

